Student Affairs
North-American Interfraternity Conference
Photographs and Audio-visuals, 1947-2004

This series contains two runs of VHS and Betacam tapes. The first can be found in boxes 3-13 and the second in boxes 15-17.

Box 1:

Photographs
  Annual Meetings
    1950
    1954
    1959
    1961
    1964
    1965
    1967
    1968
    1969
    1970
    1981
    undated (2 folders)
    Annual Meeting Photos for Web, 2000
    Awards and Scholarships, c. 1959-64
    Beta Theta Pi, 1964
    CFEA/CFSA
    1947
    1949
    1954
    1961
    1991
    Congressional Meeting, 2000-2001

Box 2:

  Congressional Publications, 2002
  Congressional Reception (2 folders), undated
  Congressional Reception, 2000
  Displays, undated
  Executive Committee, 1960-68
  Groups, c. 1950-70, 2000
  Historical Photos
1950s
1960s
undated
IMPACT and UIFI, 1999-2001
Individuals, c. 1960-82
Individuals- Reprinted Miniatures, undated
Individuals- Unidentified, undated

Box 3:

Jack Anson Night, undated
New Field Staff Conference, 1986
NFSC, 1991
NIC/AFA Conference, 2002
Oversized Photographs, 1950-67
Printing Plates, undated
Retiring Presidents, undated
Rhodes Brothers, undated
Slides (2 folders), undated
UIFI, 2002
UIFI Photo Contest, 1999
Undergraduate Conferences
  1960
  1963

Correspondence and other papers related to photographs, 1961-65

Box 4:

VHS and Betacam SP S Tape
  Adopt-A-School Introductory Video: A Foundation for the Future (2 tapes), undated
  Alpha Tau Omega, undated
  ATO 1. Rush: The Basics, undated
  ATO 2. Crisis Management (2 tapes), undated
  ATO 3. Confrontation 101, undated
  ATO 4. The LeaderShape Institute, undated
  ATO: A Message from the National Fraternity, undated
  ATO: Hazing on Trial, undated

Box 5:

Alpha Xi Delta “Celebrate the Tradition,” undated
The Battle for Bowdoin – The Thought Police Take on the Fraternities (3 tapes), undated
The Battle for Bowdin[sic]–Update The Thought Police Take on the Fraternities, undated
BBC Rush/BBC Ritual, undated
Beta Theta Pi: Worth of the Highest, undated
BYOB 2 (2 tapes), undated

Box 6:

Campus Rape, 1990
Chi Omega Intro. Jan Blackwell, 2001
The Crime of Hazing, undated
Delta Gamma: A Call to Convention, undated
Delta Gamma: Touch Tomorrow, 1992
Fraternity Forum- Successful Rush Begins at the Fraternity Forum (3 tapes), undated
Gender War, Gender Peace, 1994

Box 7:

Go Vote ‘04 PSAs (8 tapes), 2004
Go Vote; Harkin, 2004
Go Vote; Hutchison, 2004

Box 8:

Go Vote; Jim Cooper and Evan Bayh, 2004
Go Vote; Patton Boggs (3 tapes), 2004
Go Vote; Rep. Woolsey, 2004
Greek Community Service for ALL the Right Reasons, undated
Greek Life Opens Dooer, 1995-6
Greek Public Relations: A Reflection of Who We Are (2 tapes, undated
Greeks and AIDS: What We Need to Know, undated

Box 9:

Greeks and AIDS: What We Need to Know, undated
Greeks: The Image Fades (2 tapes), 1988
Impact 2001, 2001
Interchange Hot Topics Video, undated
Kappa Sigma Alumnus Adviser Training Video, undated
Kappa Sigma The Most Wanted Man in the Country, undated
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity Crisis Intervention, undated
The Leading Edge Module 1: Living the Life of the True Gentleman, 1992
The Model IFC, undated

Box 10:
The Model IFC, undated
Moment of Truth: Broken Pledges, undated
Motivation, undated
Moving Ahead with Alpha Gamma Rho, undated
NIC “A.M. Indiana....Hazing,” 1989
NIC Focus Group – High School Seniors (2 tapes), 2001
NIC Leadership Briefing 1991 ... and Beyond (2 tapes, c. 1991
NIC Motivation, 1996

Box 11:

NIC Undergraduate Interfraternity Institute (2 tapes), 1992
Pi Kappa Alpha Garnet and Gold (2 tapes), undated
Pi Phi Forever – Count On It! 1992
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Conclave, 1993
Phi Delta Theta- The Standard for Brotherhood, undated
Phi Delta Theta- The Ultimate Rush: A Survival Guide For Your Chapter, undated
Phi Kappa Tau, 1991
Phi Kappa Theta Rush Presentation, 1983

Box 12:

Playing the Game, 1991
Prepare for the Glare, undated
Richard Harrison Bailey The Agency, undated
The Right Way to Rush (2 tapes), undated
The Right Way to Rush Part II (4 tapes), undated
Risky Business, 1993

Box 13:

“Seek,” undated
Sharing My Ritual (3 tapes), undated
Simple Steps to Fraternity Rush Guide Training, undated
Simple Steps to Successful Chapter Rush (2 tapes), undated
Simple Steps to Successful IFC Rush, undated
This is My House: A Look at Challenges Facing Fraternity Leaders, 1989
When You Care Enough to Confront, undated

Box 14:
When You Care Enough to Confront, undated
Where Friends Become Family (3 tapes), undated
Zeta Tau Alpha Count on it! Still Can’t Say Goodbye, undated
Unlabeled (5 tapes), undated

Box 15:

Film
Fraternity is... outtakes promo (7" reel), 1983
What is Your Advice? (10" reel), undated
Fraternity for Life (12" reel), undated
Unlabeled (2 12" reels), undated
Fraternity is… (10” reel), 1982

Floppy Disks
Annual Report, 2000
Futures Quest, 2002
NIC/AFA Annual Meeting (2 disks), 2000
Strategic Planning, undated

Reel-to-reel Tape
#1 NIC First House of Delegates Meeting and Opening Luncheon, 1971
#2 NIC Annual Meeting and Opening Luncheon, 1971
#5 NIC Awards and Closing Brunch, 1971
Our Glorious Past Copy B Reel 1, undated
Our Glorious Past Copy B Reel 4, undated
Wed. AM Loftus, undated
Wed. Aft., undated

Box 16:

Audio Cassette Tape
Banquet Tape, 1980
FEA Luncheon, 1980

Betacam SP L
NIC Closing, undated

CD-ROM
Alcohol 101 Plus, 2003

Dub Master Tape
Adopt-A-School Program (7" reel, 1" tape), 1993
The Right Way to Rush (7" reel, 1" tape), 1993
When You Care Enough to Confront (7" reel, 1" tape), undated

Umatic Tape
The Case of Gamma Nu Pi Part 2, undated

Box 17:

VHS Tapes
ABC News Nightline, May 11, 1998
ABC News Dartmouth, undated
A. M. Indiana Topic of Hazing - With Henry Nuwer, Dr. Perry Buffington, Jonathan Brant, March 1, 1989
American and Canadian National Anthems, undated
BYOB 2 (2 tapes), undated
The Case of Gamma Nu Pi, undated
Go Vote, U.S. Senator Blanche Lincoln, 2004
Go Vote, Graham, 2004
Hillsdale College Fraternity Roundtable, 2003
Men’s Work, 1998

Box 18:
National Anthem Re-enactment, undated
NIC/AFA Closing Banquet, 1998
NIC/AFA Closing Banquet (2 tapes), 1998
NIC Undergraduate Award of Distinction Application Video, Jess Metzmeier, undated
Our Chapter, Our Choice Training Tape, undated
Sharing My Ritual (3 tapes), undated
Southern Cookin’ (ATO Roadshow), undated
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital, Jessica’s Journey, undated

Box 19:
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital, Jessica’s Journey, undated
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital NIC Four Square, undated
Undergraduate Interfraternity Institute Take Home Video, 1999
Up ‘Til Dawn, Jessica’s Journey, undated
Upon These Principles, A Campaign for Every Beta, 2003
You Get What You Give (2 tapes), undated
Unlabeled (4 tapes), undated

Box 20:
UIFI images and film (digitized), 2000, 2002, 2005
UIFI Photographs, ca. 1990s, 1994
UIFI Photographs, 2001-02
UIFI Photographs, 2003, 2005

Box 21:
Undergraduate Interfraternity Institute Chapter Photographs
  Album, 1995-2000
  Album, 2000-2003
  Delta Delta, 2003
  Delta Epsilon, 2003
  Delta Lambda, 2003
  Delta Mu, 2003
  Delta Nu, 2003
  Delta Omicron, 2003
  Delta Sigma, 2003
  Delta Phi, 2003
  Delta Tau, 2003
  Undergraduate Interfraternity Institute, 2003
  Delta Omega, 2004
  Delta Psi, 2004
  Epsilon Alpha, 2004
  Epsilon Beta, 2004
  Epsilon Delta, 2004
  Epsilon Epsilon, 2004
  Epsilon Eta, 2004
  Epsilon Gamma, 2004
  Epsilon Zeta, 2004